Abstract
In this paper, we continue our study on the result of Kilibarda, "the diagram group ) , ( w S D is isomorphic to the fundamental group ) ), ( ( ≥ ∀ + − n n . Using theorem 1, we will prove by using induction:
be the semigroup of natural number presented by: 
The Proof Theorem 1
Note that in the Squier complexes ( ) K N , every vertex of length two are connected as in our previous paper in [2] and [3] . Since 
. It is easy to show that
. For complete the proof.
The Proof Theorem 2
Every vertex of length m in the Squire complexes ) (N K are connected as in our previous paper in [2, 3] . Since ) (N K has none of 2-cell appeared in it, and then it is a graph. Hence the fundamental group ) ), ( ( . We will prove its rank using induction. Let the claim be the function: 
then the connected components of ) (N K will look like as theorem1 and then ) , ( w N D is free group of rank:
It is not hard to show that for each word w in )
has valence determined by the function
denoted to the copy of
. Note that the connection between all words with respect to Δ is as follows: the first word in the first row on 
